SPFTN: A Joint Learning Framework for Localizing and Segmenting Objects in Weakly Labeled Videos.
Object localization and segmentation in weakly labeled videos are two interesting yet challenging tasks. Models built for simultaneous object localization and segmentation have been explored in the conventional fully supervised learning scenario to boost the performance of each task. However, none of the existing works has attempted to jointly learn object localization and segmentation models under weak supervision. To this end, we propose a joint learning framework called Self-Paced Fine-Tuning Network (SPFTN) for localizing and segmenting objects in weakly labelled videos. Learning the deep model jointly for object localization and segmentation under weak supervision is very challenging as the learning process of each single task would face serious ambiguity issue due to the lack of bounding-box or pixel-level supervision. To address this problem, our proposed deep SPFTN model is carefully designed with a novel multi-task self-paced learning objective, which leverages the task-specific prior knowledge and the knowledge that has been already captured to infer the confident training samples for each task. By aggregating the confident knowledge from each single task to mine reliable patterns and learning deep feature representation for both tasks, the proposed learning framework can address the ambiguity issue under weak supervision with simple optimization. Comprehensive experiments on the large-scale YouTube-Objects and DAVIS datasets demonstrate that the proposed approach achieves superior performance when compared with other state-of-the-art methods and the baseline networks/models.